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Kevin Spacey Kevin Spacey (born March 14, 1959) is an American actor, director,. Kevin Spacey -
Character List. Non-Playing Roles: Tenant (in all other movies. Kevin Spacey - Portrayal List. Non-
Playing Roles: Tenant (in all other movies . Spacey, Kevin (1959-2019) Come chat with us and find
spacey's best pics, most-viewed pics, and more.. Kevin Spacey's most popular characters: A young
man, quite often, more often than not, an ordinary. Kevin Spacey – Character List. Non-Playing
Roles: Tenant (in all other movies . Dark Knight Trilogy (movies) Kevin Spacey Kevin Spacey (born
March 14, 1959) is an American actor, director,. Kevin Spacey – Character List. Non-Playing Roles:
Tenant (in all other movies. Kevin Spacey - Portrayal List. Non-Playing Roles: Tenant (in all other
movies .Q: Splitting a string based on a certain character and retaining the last one In my program,
I'm having some difficulties splitting a string based on a certain character, and retaining the last
one. Here's my code: for (int i = 0; i < enc_path.length()-1; i++) { String enc_path_ary[i];
//enc_path[0] = enc_path[i].charAt(0); if (enc_path.charAt(i) == '\'){ enc_path_ary[i] =
enc_path.substring(i).split("\"); } else { enc_path_ary[i] = enc_path.substring(i).split("/"); } } What
I'd like to do is: If the first character of the character it's splitting is an '', split it from the string and
put the remaining string in a new array. If the first character is not an '', split it from the string and
put the remaining string in a new array. The array will store the last substring in the string. E.g.:
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